The “CAMAF”

(Argentine Chamber of machinery for Family Farming).

Montpellier - Francia
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Research network conformation and technology development

Articulation with:

- Nationals Universities
- Farmers Organizations
Synthesis / Evolution of the promoted/implemented actions by INTA CIPAF linked to the development and manufacture of machinery for Family Farming.


2011. *San Martin, Province of San Juan.*

PYMES participating in the events of machinery and tools for Family Farming

Promotion / Emergence of the CAMAF.
Origin of participating PYMES by large regions. 2012

NEA: 12

Pampeana: 43

Cuyo: 11

NOA: 3

Patagonia: 9
Nationality of the participants of the meeting on site machinery and tools for family farming. 2012. Argentina and the rest of the world

Total visits: **296,660**

- **Argentina**: 68% - 202,300 visits
- **Resto del Mundo**: 32% - 94,360 visits
Nationality of the participants of the meeting on site machinery and tools for family farming. 2012. Argentina and the rest of the world

Total Visits Rest of the world: 94,360

83% - 78,111 visits
10% - 9,267 visits
2% - 1,913 visits
2% - 1,678 visits
1% - 795 visits
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